
VIP OPENING RECEPTION 

DA 

ART
SHOW

Friday June 17, 2022
7pm - 9pm



WELCOME & ARTIST PANEL

MIX & MINGLE

SPOKEN WORD AND CLOSING

7:00PM - 8:00PM

8:00PM - 8:30PM

8:30PM- 8:45PM

8:45PM - 9:00PM

Hear opening remarks from the owners of DA SPOT
NYC. This will be followed by a discussion with Tyler

Jordan, the curator of the show, and four of our
featured artists who will share about their artistic

journey. There will be time for Q&A.
 

You will be have the opportunity to have
intimate conversations with the brilliant 11

artists featured in this year’s show and learn
more about their work. 

 

 
Explore the Black Creative and Culture Art Gallery at

your own pace. Enjoy music, live painting by
Whitney "The Creative Era" House, hors d'ouerves ,
and wine provided by McBride Sisters, our event

sponsor. 
 

COCKTAIL HOUR

Our evening will end with the poetic verses of
Mariah Scott, spoken word poet.

 



C.A.N.V.A.S. ART GALLERY 

Housed at DA SPOT NYC ("DA SPOT"), the C.A.N.V.A.S. Art Gallery
features unique pieces created by local independent artists.
Each month, a new artist is featured in the gallery with an
opening night reception followed by a residency of 3 - 4 weeks.
For our Juneteenth event,  Curator and Co-owner of "DA SPOT",
Tyler Jordan, sought to find artists that truly embodied this
weekend's theme "FREEDOM  IS." We are proud to feature 11
amazing artists during this weekend's exhibition.  

FREEDOM IS...

As an artist my mission is to reveal to you the
perspectives that are often hidden from the
looking glass of society. To tell the stories of
voices unheard due to a mistranslations of
cultures, to go where you shouldn’t to show
what others couldn’t. As an artist of color
operating in a space where things are taken as
black & white I want to show my true identity
through my work, I want my C.A.N.V.A.S to
show my purpose. And that’s to move with a
mindset of creating a new view around society.



Afrocentric Keyy is a reflection of internal questions from
"Where is our representation?” to “How can I use my art to
shift the dialogue?” In addition to a critical view of cultural
subject matters, I use various portraits of people from the
African, Afro-American, and Afro-Caribbean Diaspora and
combine them with animal counterparts. It is in this
combination, I mimic viewing the world through thermal
night vision goggles to create a higher stimulating
experience. In my process I have discovered that I myself no
longer saw the ordinary limbs, skin, hair, and eyes; but
instead, saw beyond it, and glimpsed the unseen- and need
to tap into this more. Through vivid color tones sharply
switching between light and dark I can provide easier access
to see beyond the surface. Using recycled wood as my
canvas I create an eco-positive conversation as the stepping
stone into each piece. My use of wood draws attention to
the lack of diversity in fine art oil paint portraiture; as it
currently stands. These details bring focus to promote
beauty, strength, realness, and uniqueness in each painting
ultimately evoking emotion and start conversations around
art and visual represenation.

AFROCENTRICKEYY 

I come from a line of artists in my family. My work is inspired
by indigenous roots and the riches of it all. Dedication to
God, who allowed me to illustrate images that represents all
the beauty that is embedded within my soul and can
resonate with ours. I love bold colors, deep meaning,
fashion, gold metallic, and fruits. This collection is called:
Divine connection. Love is the highest energy you can emit,
so the base of all my art starts with unconditional love. -
Corin 

CORIN JIMENEZ 



Danielle M Chery is the artist and
owner of DMC Original Art, from
Brooklyn, NY. Danielle has been
painting since 2012, and her abstract
artistic style includes a fluid art
technique, which is inspired by the
free flow of nature. She works with
acrylic paints, including a signature
use of gold, molding pastes, and epoxy
resin to add a sense of texture to her
pieces. The combinations of texture
and gold symbolizes bringing the art
to life, and to light. DMC Original Art
creates wall paintings and functional
art as home decor, to include coasters,
serving trays, tables, and mirrors.

DMC ORIGINAL ART

HEARTIST
Hello my name is Kevin AKA “the Heartist” and I created “ the
Bnote Collection”, a series of black dollars created to
educated the black community as well as the world.



Mekia Machine is a Jamaican-born artist who was raised in
the USA for much of her life; she has a multidisciplinary
practice that ranges across painting, sound, music and
performance. Her work investigates aesthetic and societal
norms through conceptions of time, identity, memory, and
place, specifically in cultures where loss and trauma is a
substantial part of daily life. In addition to exhibiting,
Machine was one of the winners of This Art is Your Art, 2016
with Artsy, The Robert Rauschenberg Foundation and the
White House Historical Association, for her short film on
painting artist Alma Thomas’s portrait which was part of a 4-
month installation and she was invited to join First Lady
Michelle Obama at the Celebration of 20th Century Art in
the White House. Additionally, Machine was awarded the
fully funded Liquitex | Just Imagine Residency in 2021. Mekia
graduated from Columbia University with a BA in Visual Arts
(2019), and is currently living and working in Harlem, New
York City, with her two children Taylor and Nola.

MEKIA MACHINE

Mr. John Wright is an East Harlem-based neo-expressionist
artist. Born in 1983, Wright was raised by his mother, an
immigrant from the Philippines and his biracial father (black
& white). He attended New York’s prestigious Laguardia
High School for theatre but failed to finish college. Painting
of all things, a hobby of Wright’s since he was eight, became
his salvation. Today he is the co-owner of the boutique
Askan on the Lower East Side, where he presents his talent
as a painter on unique, limited run apparel. 

MR. JOHN WRIGHT



ONE grew up in the Bushwick section of Brooklyn filling up
black books with doodles and sketches, working on
canvases, picking up spray painting and exploring other
creative methods.

ONE

SNAVIEN 
Snavien is an interdisciplinary artist from Brooklyn, NY who
loves to experiment with mediums such as gouache and
digital art. Her work is highly dependent on her free will to
create anything about which she is passionate. As a result,
her work can be very unpredictable since it can range from
sunshine and rainbows to doom and gloom all while still
upholding her flamboyant style. 

Njambi is a Brooklyn based story teller and street
photographer. Originally hailing from Kenya, her work lets us
into her life and helps us see community through her eyes.

NJAMBI MORGAN



Brooklyn, New York -- June 12, 2022 -- The Black Creatives and Culture Market: Juneteenth
Edition curated and hosted by DA SPOT NYC (“DA SPOT”), with Mastercard and City Point,
announces its roster and theme “Freedom Is.” The free two-day festival will highlight
Black excellence, spotlight local creativity, and celebrate community.  It will take place
June 18 and June 19 at City Point and BKLYN STUDIOS in Downtown Brooklyn.

The visionary behind the event, Michelle Cadore, Partner at DA SPOT, comments,
“Juneteenth is a celebration of freedom.  At DA SPOT, we are committed to curating
community spaces that amplify voices, visibility, and economic opportunities for Black
creators, performers, and leaders.”  She continues, “Freedom Is”, our two-day culture
illuminating event, will include a marketplace, art gallery, entertainment, panel
discussions, and interactive workshops.   Our inaugural event had over 2,500 people in
attendance, and we anticipate a greater turnout of community support this year.”

"Black owned small businesses are the economic and even social bedrock of so many
communities across America, generating more than $200 billion in revenue and creating
more than three million jobs,” said Salah Goss, SVP of Center for Inclusive Growth,
Mastercard. “And that is despite the disproportionate hurdles they face when it comes to
accessing the capital and resources they need to succeed. That’s why we’re so excited to
partner with Michelle Cadore of DA SPOT NYC and City Point in support of The Black
Creatives and Culture Market that embraces community and uplifts local New York
creators of color.”

 
BLACK CREATIVES AND CULTURE MARKET

PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS
 
 
 
 

DA SPOT NYC, MASTERCARD AND CITY POINT
ANNOUNCE

BLACK CREATIVES AND CULTURE MARKET:
2ND ANNUAL JUNETEENTH FESTIVAL:

65 LOCAL BRANDS, 11 VISUAL ARTISTS, 5 INDIE
MUSICIANS AND MORE!

WHAT IS JUNETEENTH? / MEET THE AUTHOR I JUNE 18: 11AM - 12PM

Author and educator, Kirsti-Jewel of the New York Times Best Sellers series “What is
Juneteenth” will speak about the history of Juneteenth and her process of writing the book,
with audience participation, appropriate for children and adults.



65 BIPOC brands offering a range of designs and products in the fashion, beauty, wellness,
and lifestyle categories.  The roster of emerging Black owned businesses includes Adorned
by NY, Tribe and Oak, Brown Paper Bag, Brooklyn Barn, I LEMON BK, Cecelia’s House, Savon
Blu, Ankara Crowns, Joy and Sorrel, Hause of Swag, Reckless Essence, eMCee Kicks and
more. 

Curated by Tyler Jordan owner of C.A.N.V.A.S Art GALLERY at DA SPOT NYC featuring 10
BIPOC artists that represent a range of disciplines: Mr. John Wright, Mekia Machine,
Heartist, Njambi Morgan, Corin Jimenez, DMC Origonal Art, Afrocentric Keyy, C.A.N.V.A.S,
Snavien, The Creative Era, and ONE. 

Monique Marshall, Moderator and CEO of Black to Business, will be leading a business panel
with a business panel with Salah Goss, Senior Vice President of Social Impact at North
America Mastercard, Kenneth Ebie, Executive Director of BE NYC at NYC SBS, Paisley
Demby, Business Service Director at Goldman Sachs 10KSB, Jeff Lindor, Founder of The
Gentlemen's Factory, Victoria Coker, Founder of Black Web Fest, and other guest panelists.
They will provide resources and share their insights on business resiliency and building
pathways toward economic freedom for small businesses and budding entrepreneurs.  

Presented by Mastercard and hosted by Randy Braz, Founder of group economics and think
tank platform Black Phoenix Management Group (BPMG), three participating vendors will
be selected as finalists and have the opportunity to pitch their businesses live to guest
judges Paisley Dembey, Goldman SACHS 10KSB, Precious Williams, Perfect Pitches by
Precious, and Michelle Cadore, Owner of YES I AM, INC and DA SPOT NYC and audience for
a chance to win up to $1500 to grow their business.

Jam session curated by Fitzreynold “Noldy” Cadet owner of NOLDYMUSIC, five independent
artists will take the stage highlighting a range of sounds from the Diaspora including R&B,
soul, funk, kompa, and reggae. Featured musicians include opening acts Kliff Maati, Waylon,
Jacie and Headliners: Obed Jean- Louis and Kiko Trurasta. Afterparty with DJ Fragg. 

MARKETPLACE I JUNE 18 & 19: 12 - 7PM

ART SHOW | “FREEDOM IS” I JUNE 18 & 19: 12 - 7PM

CONNECTING THE CULTURE I JUNE 19: 3 - 4PM

THE BCC PRICELESS PITCH I JUNE 19: 6 - 7PM

LIVE MUSIC | JUNE 18 & 19: 8 - 12PM (UNDERSTUDY BAR IN DEKALB MARKET HALL)



BIANCA'S 
DANCE ACADEMY 

Thank you to all of our sponsors and
community partners

UNDERSTUDY
BAR



The Black Creatives 
& Culture Market:

Juneteenth Edition
“Freedom” Art Show

is presented by 


